BUICK ADVANCED
LE ASE PROTECTION

MAKE SURE THE
ONLY SURPRISES
ARE GOOD ONES.

COVERED UNDER THE PLAN:*
BREAKDOWN COVERAGE
The Plan will pay for or reimburse approved costs to repair or
replace any breakdown of any covered part except as listed in
the Exclusions and Limitations section of the Service Contract.

BRAKE PAD COVERAGE
Replacement of one set of front and rear brake pads/shoes
during the term of the Service Contract.

BATTERY COVERAGE
Replacement of one battery, not to exceed the difference
between the manufacturer’s prorated replacement
reimbursement amount and the cost of a like-kind and
-quality battery during the term of the Service Contract.

HEADLAMP BULB COVERAGE
Unlimited replacement of headlamp bulbs (damage as
a result of collision is not covered) during the term of the
Service Contract.

BELTS & HOSES
Unlimited replacement of the engine belts and hoses,
specifically the vacuum pump belt, serpentine belt, power
steering belt, alternator belt, supercharger belt, air pump
belt, air conditioner belt, water pump belt, heater hose,
bypass hose, throttle body hose, upper and lower radiator
hoses, air conditioning hose, power steering pressure and
return hose, air hose, washer hoses, vacuum hoses, and
fuel hoses during the term of the Service Contract.

WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADE COVERAGE
Replacement of one set of windshield wiper blades
and/or inserts during the term of the Service Contract.

ELECTRICAL COVERAGE
Unlimited replacement of fuses and interior and exterior
lightbulbs, specifically the turn-signal bulbs, engine
compartment lights, running lights, fog lights, brake lights,
backup lights, license plate lights, parking lights, trunk light,
dome light, courtesy light, visor light, map light, and glove
box light during the term of the Service Contract (damage
as a result of collision is not covered).

WHEEL ALIGNMENT COVERAGE
Covers one wheel alignment during the term of the
Service Contract.

DIAGNOSTICS COVERAGE**
Reasonable, necessary, and customary diagnostic charges
incurred in conjunction with a covered repair, not to exceed the
labor time listed in a nationally recognized labor time guide.

FLUID COVERAGE
Replacement of necessary fluids, oils, greases, lubricants, and
approved air conditioning (A/C) gases that must be replaced in
conjunction with a covered repair. This coverage does not apply
to shop supplies.

RELATED DAMAGE COVERAGE
Replacement of brake pads, belts, and hoses that are damaged
and require replacement as a direct result of a covered breakdown.
Coverage includes disc brake rotor and brake drum resurfacing
required as a direct result of a covered breakdown.
*Coverages under the Plan are subject to the Limits of Liability. See Plan for
exclusions and limitations.
**Diagnostic time will not be paid for those
conditions in which the proper repair is readily apparent to the normal
senses of sight, touch, smell, and/or sound.

ADDED BENEFITS:
RENTAL CAR COVERAGE
Need to rent a vehicle while yours is being repaired for
a covered breakdown? No problem. The plan will pay
for or reimburse you for a rental vehicle or for any public
transportation expenses while your vehicle is being repaired,
up to $40 per day (max. $280/visit).

TOWING & ROAD SERVICE
In the event that your vehicle is disabled, the plan will
cover your towing or road service charges up to $150
per occurrence.

TRIP INTERRUPTION
If a covered breakdown occurs more than 100 miles from your
home and a repair facility needs to keep it overnight, the plan
will reimburse you up to $200 a day (max. 4 days) for hotel
and restaurant expenses.

LOST KEY & LOCK OUT
Keys are easy to lose. If your keys are lost or broken, or if you
accidentally lock yourself out of your vehicle, the plan will
reimburse you up to $35 for locksmith services.

CANCELLATION
You may cancel your contract at any time, including when you
sell the vehicle or if loss of vehicle occurs. If you cancel your
contract within 60 days and no claims were filed, you will
receive a full refund. If you cancel after 60 days or if a claim
was filed, you will receive a pro rata refund less claims paid
(where permissible) and any applicable cancellation fee.

CONFIDENCE
YOU CAN COUNT ON.
Of all the pleasant surprises your Buick has
to offer, Buick Advanced Lease Protection is
the icing on the cake. It’s coverage that
provides additional services and protection
during the manufacturer’s warranty, plus
coverage after the manufacturer’s warranty
expires. So you can feel safeguarded
against the costs of covered repairs that can
unexpectedly arise during your lease.
It’s Buick’s superior level of protection that
provides you additional peace of mind.
There is no deductible required to obtain coverage under the
Service Contract. Coverage begins on the contract purchase date
and will expire according to the time and/or mileage selected,
whichever occurs first, as shown on the Registration Page, and/or
when the Limits of Liability for the Contract have been reached.

This is not a contract. The entire terms and conditions of the contract are
included in the Advanced Lease Protection Service Contract. See your
dealer for a copy of the contract to review the full list of coverage,
benefits, and exclusions.
See Contract for complete details. Vehicle Service Contract coverage
is provided and administered by AMT Warranty Corp., P.O. Box 927,
Bedford, TX 76095, (877) 265-2017 (except in Florida, the Vehicle
Service Contract obligor/provider and administrator is Wesco Insurance
Company, 800 Superior Ave. E, 21st Floor, Cleveland, OH 44114,
[877] 217-8931, LICENSE #01913). AMT Warranty Corp. and Wesco
Insurance Company are GM-approved providers but are not related
entities of GM or its dealerships.
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